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Explore 
the Ultimate 
 Pump-Integrated 
POS 
System for 
Gas Stations 
& 
EMV Solution at 
the Pumps


Empowering Gas Stations with 
Secure EMV Compliant Transactions 
and Streamlined Operations



Calculate Your Costs!


See how you can save thousands of dollars connecting your c-store to your pumps and upgrading for EMV.



"*" indicates required fields

Name*

Phone*
Note: US & Canada only

Email* 

Gas Station Address Line 1

Gas Station Address Line 2

Number of fueling points*Number of fueling points
1
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16



Hidden
Sum Final

Hidden
Sum Total

The NRS Petro POS: $1,495
Filling point: $999
Router: $449
Forecourt: $3,600
Bridges: $650
Installation: $1,000

Note: These calculations are a rough estimate only. For an accurate quote and more information, please complete our site survey or call (888) 260-0112.

Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



         


   


 *By submitting the information above, you agree to our privacy policy and terms, which affect your rights, and consent to NRS contacting you by recurring email or calling you, by text message, direct dial, using an automated system or prerecorded voice, and/or using artificial intelligence to discuss NRS’s products and services. Consent is not required to receive any service, and you may opt out at any time.




Shop C-store Items and 
Fuel Up 
with One Simple Transaction


Discover the NRS Petro Cheetah POS System With Gas Station Software


Efficiently manage your busy fueling station with the NRS Petro Cheetah, a POS System for gas station. Track sales, monitor inventory, and enhance security with individual user logins. Experience the power of the upgraded NRS Petro Cheetah POS, featuring a larger pricebook, optional customer-facing display, and seamless gas pump integration for a streamlined checkout experience.


   Get Started!  
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View/Download NRS Petro Pricing:


 English

 Español




What is an EMV Solution and its 
Importance in Gas Stations?
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Contact us for 
a FREE QUOTE: 
 (888) 260-0112




EMV is a globally accepted, advanced technology introduced in 2011 and brought to retail in 2015, with the prime goal of reducing fraud in payment transactions. As an essential part of gas station software, this EMV compliance solution significantly enhances the security of cardholders, merchants, and card issuers by mitigating the risks associated with counterfeit, lost, or stolen payment cards at the point of sale.
Featuring a smart microchip, EMV cards ensure a highly secure interaction with the merchant’s EMV card reader, validating the card’s authenticity. Each transaction generates a unique code, making every payment unique and safeguarding against fraudulent activities. So, EMV compliance isn’t just a technology – it’s a cornerstone for secure, reliable, and trustworthy transactions, especially for POS systems for gas stations.
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Contact us for 
a FREE QUOTE: 
 (888) 260-0112





The Benefits of EMV Compliance 
for Your Gas Pumps:



   
  Enhanced Security 
 EMV solutions boost payment data security and curb counterfeit fraud by blocking skimming devices. If a card skimmer is installed, the device will shut off.




   
  Fraud Reduction 
 EMV compliance reduces fraud rates by up to 76% and decreases skimming, hacking, and other fraudulent activities linked to non-EMV transactions.




   
  Regulatory Compliance 
 Since the 2022 deadline, non-compliant gas stations are no longer protected by major card brands for fraud at the pumps. These stations risk card company penalties.




   
  Revenue Increase 
 EMV technology prevents misuse of card payments, improve customer trust and boost revenue, helping gas stations avoid penalties and reduce fraud.






The NRS Petro Ecosystem 
Revolutionizes the 
Gas Station industry
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Easy and Cost-Cutting Solutions for 
Gas 
Stations and Petro C-Stores
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NRS EMV
 EZ PUMP





	    Most cost-cutting EMV solution 
available. No renovations needed!
	    Installation in just hours, not days
	    Retrofits into your existing 
gas pumps
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NRS Pay Credit 
Card Processing




	    Integration with POS & pumps
	    Free credit card acceptance 
equipment in store & at pumps
	    Competitive low rates
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NRS Petro Point 
of Sale (POS)




	    Add on Tobacco Scan Data
	    Age Verification – ID Scanning
	    NRS Marketplace – 24/7 
one-touch POS shopping




   Get Started!  




Get in touch with us:



"*" indicates required fields

Hidden
Tell us about yourself:

Tell us about yourself*  I'm a convenience store or gas station owner
  I'm a petroleum 
marketer
  I'm an agent/ISO
  Other



Name*

Phone*
Note: US & Canada only

Email* 

Message*



Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



         


   


 *By submitting the information above, you agree to our privacy policy and terms, which affect your rights, and consent to NRS contacting you by recurring email or calling you, by text message, direct dial, using an automated system or prerecorded voice, and/or using artificial intelligence to discuss NRS’s products and services. Consent is not required to receive any service, and you may opt out at any time.


Tell Us About 
Your 
Gas Station


Contact our team for information about 
upgrading your fueling station.
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Adopt Contactless 
EMV to Make 
Checkout More 
Effective & Safe


With contactless capabilities, NRS EMV EZ PUMP helps eliminate touch points at the pumps. With contactless EMV, there is no need to insert a card, enter a zip code, or sign for the transaction.
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We’re Going Green!


Join the movement of environmental sustainability!


EMV compliant credit card processing machines now offer digital receipts. This shift towards paperless transactions saves countless trees and eliminates the hassle of wallet clutter for drivers while diverting paper waste from landfills. Surprisingly, paper receipts alone contribute to an astonishing 1.5 billion pounds of environmental waste each year in the United States.



EMV compliant credit card processing machines now offer digital receipts. This shift towards paperless transactions saves countless trees and eliminates the hassle of wallet clutter for drivers while diverting paper waste from landfills. Surprisingly, paper receipts alone contribute to an astonishing 1.5 billion pounds of environmental waste each year in the United States.




See What Our 
Customers 
Are Saying About 
NRS Petro
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 Sun Petro owner • Williamstown, NJ
"NRS is a user-friendly and competitively priced POS system. Few months back I was in the market to upgrade the POS for one of my gas stations with a C store. After comparing different companies, I settled with NRS because of the cost, promptness and ease of working with their team, especially Eric. The entire process from the initial phone call to getting the system installed went seamlessly. The POS is a very simple, self-explanatory, easy to use system. It comes with all the necessary features needed to run a business efficiently. It gives you a complete picture of your business from the daily sales, to the inventory, to Lottery sales, ordering supplies, etc. 

 The system comes with the phone app that lets you track your detailed daily sales. As a remote business owner , I feel a lot more in control of my business today. Thanks to NRS! 

 I strongly recommend it!!"
  Read the whole review    
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 McClain’s Food Store owner • Ennis, TX
"I want to take this opportunity to thank you for the installation of the updated NRS Petro POS system along with EMV ready credit card readers at my pumps. Your installation team was very professional and knowledgeable of their job. They made sure that my Manager and the employees were properly trained before leaving. 

 I would highly recommend your system to anyone looking for an easy to operate and user friendly system. Thanks for all your help"
  Read the whole review    
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 Delta Gas Station owner • Englishtown, NJ
"Switching over to NRS Petro was a seamless and smooth transition. The NRS representatives were quick to answer all questions and concerns. They spent time with us on a call with their whole team to understand our business needs and really ensure they were providing the proper solutions. Additionally, they really worked with us regarding the timing and install down time. 

 Even after we were up and running, it has been quick and easy to contact NRS with any questions. I don’t have to dial a 1-800 number and hold for hours just to accomplish simple things. The system is pretty easy to use, and we have had no issues thus far."
  Read the whole review    
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 Delta Gas Station owner • Englishtown, NJ
 "Switching over to NRS Petro was a seamless and smooth transition. The NRS representatives were quick to answer all questions and concerns. They spent time with us on a call with their whole team to understand our business needs and really ensure they were providing the proper solutions. Additionally, they really worked with us regarding the timing and install down time. 

 Even after we were up and running, it has been quick and easy to contact NRS with any questions. I don’t have to dial a 1-800 number and hold for hours just to accomplish simple things. The system is pretty easy to use, and we have had no issues thus far."










NRS Petro = A 
Fraction of the 
Costs 
of Other Solutions


$15K-$20K+


Complete New System 
Replacement – Each


In addition:


	    Requires a POS system (est. $10,000-$16,000 each)
	    Monthly software and support fees (estimated $1,000/mo.)
	    Requires a managed network services provider (MNSP)
	    Associated construction and  in-ground tank costs
	    Downtime - Loss of revenue



Costs can exceed $140,000


Costs can exceed $140,000



$10K+


Pump Manufacturer
EMV Retrofit Kits


In addition:


	    Requires a POS system (est. $10,000-$16,000 each)
	    Monthly software and support fees (estimated $1,000/mo.)
	    Requires a managed network services provider (MNSP)



Costs can exceed $60,000


Costs can exceed $60,000



$2K!


With our EMV EZ PUMP 
 Retrofit Kit:


Prices:


	    NRS EMV EZ Pump $999 EA.
	    NRS Petro POS $1,495 EA.
	    NRS Forecourt 
Controller $3,600 EA.
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Contact NRS Petro for details.




Call Today to Get 
Started with NRS 
Petro!


(888) 260-0112


 [email protected]

Complete a site survey for a FREE QUOTE


Click here
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Ready to Accept EBT at Your Gas 
Station C-Store?
We will guide through the process.


   Contact NRS EBT Team  





The NRS Petro POS 
System for Gas Station


Streamline EBT and eWIC Acceptance


EBT acceptance can increase your foot traffic and revenue. NRS Pay’s EBT Unlimited! program, for one flat fee $49.95/mo., lets you accept as much EBT as you like, all month long, with zero transaction fees.


Embracing EBT and eWIC in your c-store allows you to open doors to a wider customer base, boosting foot traffic and revenue, and with the NRS Petro POS, it becomes effortless. Unlike many point-of-sale systems, the NRS Petro POS is designed for gas station convenience stores and includes complete checkout capabilities, seamless gas pump connectivity, and integration with government assistance programs. Accepting EBT and eWIC becomes a simple and effective way to enhance your business and cater to the needs of a diverse customer demographic when you leverage the power of the NRS Petro POS.


Learn more   





NRS Petro FAQ


     What is NRS Petro?
NRS Petro is a division of National Retail Solutions that offers money and time saving solutions for c-store/gas station owners to update their sites with a pump-integrated POS system and EMV compliance at the pump. Finally, gas station owners nationwide have an affordable and easy way to upgrade their locations without messy renovations and business downtime. All at a fraction of the cost.

     What is EMV compliance and why do I need to do it?
EMV (Europay, Mastercard, Visa- the first three credit card networks to adopt the technology) is a fraud-reducing technology that was announced in 2011 and introduced to retail in 2015, that helps protect consumers, merchants and card issuers against potential losses from the use of counterfeit and lost or stolen payment cards at the point-of-sale system. Essentially, the “chip” on the front of the debit or credit card is what EMV refers to. This chip helps encrypt and secure sensitive information, whereas the traditional black magstripe is highly vulnerable to fraud. 

 The deadline that gas station owners had to accept the EMV chip at the pump, or be responsible for the fraud, chargebacks and liability, was April 2021. Everyone who did not upgrade will be subject to paying for fraudulent non-EMV transactions made at their gas station. Previously, the credit card processors/banks were responsible for this fraudentent activity, now they’re not. It’s on the average c-store/gas station owner.

     What type of EMV Payments can be made with the EMV EZ Pump?
Debit card, Credit card, Contactless Mobile Wallet (Apple Pay, Google Pay, etc), Tap-to-Pay enabled cards.

     How much will it cost me to upgrade my c-store/gas station to the NRS Petro system?
Independent/unbranded gas station owners that need to completely replace old pumps are looking at an overwhelming $10,000 to $20,000 per pump. Based on an average of four pumps per station, plus the cost of ripping up concrete and lost business when the pumps are down, independent station owners are staring down costs from $40,000- $200,000. Those whose pumps can be retrofitted by the manufactures still face significant costs, to the tune of $40,000 to $60,000 for four pumps.  Fortunately, NRS Petro offers an easy and affordable way to become EMV compliant. Unlike the competition, we provide an innovative, solid and affordable program that works with almost all pumps. Each fueling point is $999 for our NRS EMV EZ Pump device. See our pricing sheet for more information on the other pieces of our solution.

     This is still an expensive investment for me. Is there any way for me to finance or pay for the NRS Petro solution in the future?
Don’t worry, we have a solution, NRS Funding. We have a division that helps qualified merchants get the funding they need. It is fast and can be received as early as the next day! The funds can be used for initial payment, working capital or for purchasing inventory, furniture, supplies & equipment for your business.

     Does NRS Petro offer merchants services/credit card processing? Is there a flat rate?
NRS Petro offers NRS Pay! NRS Pay, integrates seamlessly with the NRS Petro POS, or can function as a standalone processing solution for any business, in any industry. On location, online or on-the-go, NRS Pay processing plans are tailored to help business owners save money and succeed custom rates! All you need to do is provide a current credit card statement and NRS Pay will analyze then generate a proposal with your custom rate.

     I want to proceed and get a quote. How can I do that?
Complete the form here. Then an NRS Petro team member will reach out to you to have you fill out the Site Survey in which they will then analyze and create your own no obligation quote!


     Who is going to install the NRS Petro POS and NRS EMV EZ Pump solution at my c-store/gas station?
NRS Petro will have a representative on site for installation. We also collaborate with the current company that services the gas station or regional partner to install the NRS EMV EZ Pump outside at the gas pumps. It is a collaborative effort.

     Does the NRS Petro POS work both inside my store and also connect with my pumps?
Yes. The NRS Petro POS will be able to control all your inside store transactions and needs in addition to being connected to and controlling the gas pumps outside. You can view your fuel sales right there at the NRS Petro POS, both inside and outside. You can also change fuel prices, print fuel reports, receipts and much more, all on our system!

     What if my gas station doesn’t have a convenience store?
Even if you don’t have a C-store, you can still indeed upgrade at your gas pumps with the NRS Petro. Ask an NRS Petro representative for more details on how this scenario works.

     How do I know if my gas pumps are eligible to be retrofitted?
Our team at NRS Petro will be able to confirm if your pumps are eligible by our NRS Petro Site Survey. We do an extensive analysis of each component of your location with information and pictures you submit: Current gas pumps, POS, forecourt controller, Network, physical layout. All of these items are asked in our NRS Petro Site Survey. On the whole, NRS Petro can retrofit 90% of the gas pumps in the market.

  


NRS Petro is a service of National Retail Solutions, Inc.  Contract required.  New model POS hardware and NRS Pay account with special pricing plan required. For pricing and full details call 888-260-0112 or visit nrsplus.com/petro




Ready for a deal for 
your gas station?


   Get Free Quote  


   Get Started!  
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  Contact us    

 General Sales: 
(833) 289-2767
 Support: 
(800) 215-0931
  Contact us    

[email protected] 
520 Broad Street, Newark, NJ 07102

                         
  Contact us    
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